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90. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we will be concerned with Hurewicz fiber maps with fibers which are ANRs. All of 
the spaces (except function spaces) under consideration will be locally compact, separable, and 
metric. Recall that a Q-manifold is a separable metric manifold modeled on the Hilbert cube. We 
will be concerned with the following problem: 1f E “-B is a jibration with Q-manifold fibers, 
when is (E, p, B) a locally trivial bundle? Here is our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let ELB be a Hurewicz fiber map. 
(1) If the fibers p-‘(b) are compact Q-manifolds and B is locally path connected and locally 
finite dimensional, then p is a locally trivial bundle map. 
(2) If B is an ANR and the fibers p-‘(b) are compact ANRs, then the composition 
p 0 proj: E x Q + E + B is a locally trivial bundle map. 
(3) If B is an ANR and the fibers p-‘(b) are locally compact ANRs, then the composition 
p 0 proj: E x Q x [0, I)+ E-, B is a locally trivial bundle map. 
A map f: X-, Y is said to be proper if f-‘(K) is compact for each compact K C Y. 
Following[l3] we say that a proper surjection f: X + Y of locally compact, separable and 
metric spaces is completely regular if for each y. E Y and e > 0 there is a neighborhood U of y. 
such that the following is true: for each y E U there is a homeomorphism of f-‘(y) onto f-‘(yo) 
moving no point more than E. The main result of [13] is: 
THEOREM ([13]). If f: X+ Y is completely regular, Y is locally finite-dimensional, and the 
point-inverses f-‘(y) have locally contractible homeomorphism groups, then f is locally tricial. 
A good reference for results on regular mappings is the survey article[l8] of M.-E. 
Hamstrom. This article contains a substantial bibliography. 
Similarly, a map f: X+ Y of locally compact, separable metric spaces is said to be strongly 
regular if for each y. E Y and E > 0 there is a neighborhood U of Y so that if y E V, then there 
exist maps g: f-‘(y)+f-‘(yo) and h: f-‘(y,J+f-‘(y) such that g and h move points no more than E 
and such that gh and hg are homotopic to the identity maps on f-‘(yO) and f-‘(y) via homotopies 
which move points no more than 6. 
In proving part 1 of Theorem 1, we actually prove the slightly stronger esult that a strongly 
regular map f: X+ Y with compact Q-manifold fibers and finite dimensional base space Y is 
completely regular and therefore, by the theorem of Dyer and Hamstrom above, is the projection 
map of a locally trivial fiber bundle. The hypothesis that B be locally path connected is necessary 
to insure that a Hurewicz fibration over B is strongly regular. 
The main tool in our proof of the complete regularity of p is Theorem 4.1, a fiber-preserving 
version of Miller’s theorem[22]. Miller’s theorem asserts that for any ANR X, X x [0, 1) is the CE 
image of a Q-manifold. Our Theorem 4.1 uses completely different echniques from those of [22]. 
(Compare with [29].) 
In parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 1 we invoke a recent result of R. D. Edwards. Edwards has 
recently shown that every ANR becomes a Q-manifold upon multiplication by Q, and that if 
f: M + N is a CE map between Q-manifolds, then fx id: M x Q-+N x Q is a near 
homeomorphism. This latter CE approximation result was first established in [5], but Edwards’ 
proof is so canonical that it yields a parametric version with parameter in an ANR (Edwards’ 
result is stated in 85). 
Using the theorem of Edwards quoted above and the main results of [3,4], it follows that: 
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(1) Every compact ANR can be assigned a preferred simple homotopy type. 
(2) Compact ANRs X and Y have the same simple homotopy type itI XX Q is 
homeomorphic to Y x Q. 
Thus we have a corollary to Theorem 1 (compare with [19]). 
COROLLARY 1. Zf p: E + B is a fibration with compact ANR fibers and B is locally path 
connected then any two fibers have the same simple homotopy type. 
Following [ 191, we say that a PL map p: E + B of compact polyhedra is a PL fibration if it is 
a Hurewicz fibration. In the remainder of this paper we will be concerned with a special case of 
the following general question. 
Zf p: E + B is a (Hurewicz) fibration over a compact polyhedron whose fibers hate finite type 
(i.e. the homotopy type of a compact polyhedron), is E fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL 
fibration over B? 
Our results concern only the case B = S’. In general it is not true that the above question has 
an affirmative answer. A counterexample, consisting of a locally trivial fibration p: E + S’ whose 
fiber is a non-compact PL manifold, is given in 97. The above question does have an affirmative 
answer if we are dealing with fibrations with compact ANR fibers. This is the content of the 
following result whose proof uses Corollary 1 above. 
THEOREM 2. Zf p: E + S’ is a fibration with compact ANR fibers then E is fiber homotopy 
equivalent to a PL fibration over S’. 
PROBLEM. Prove that if p: E + B is an ANR fibration over a compact polyhedron, then E is 
fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL fibration over B. 
(The reader should construct a proof which does not invoke [19] or the results of [7].) 
In attempting togeneralize Theorem 2 to arbitrary fibrations over S’, it is somewhat surprising 
that we encounter an obstruction lying in the Whitehead group of the total space. The situation is 
remarkably similar to that encountered in [15] and [26]. In fact, we use an exact sequence 
from[26] in our proof. 
THEOREM 3. Zf p : E -+ S’ is a fibration whose fibers have finite type, then there is an element 
T(E) E Wh(r,E) which vanishes if E is fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL fibration over S’. T(E) 
is an invariant of fiber homotopy type. 
As an easy consequence of the definition of T(E) we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf p: E +S’ is as above, with connected fibers having free or free abelian 
fundamental group, then E is fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL fibration over S’. 
$1. GENERAL PRELIMINARIES 
This purpose of this section is to describe some general results which will be needed in the 
sequel. In this section and in 6 02-5, all spaces will be locally compact, separable, and metric. 
A map f: X x B + Y x B is said to be fiber-preserving (f.p.) provided that f(X x {b}) C Y x 
{b}, for all b E B. More generally, given maps X LBaY,wesaythatamapf:X+Yis 
f.p. provided that q 0 f = p. To avoid any possible ambiguity, the letter B (or B with subscripts) 
will be reserved for use in these senses. 
A map f: X-, Y of ANRs is said to be CE provided that f is proper, onto, and each point 
inverse has property Uv” in X. This last condition means that for each y E Y and neighborhood 
U of f-‘(y), there exists a smaller neighborhood V of f-‘(y) such that the inclusion VL U is 
homotopic to the constant map. Here is a very essential result concerning CE maps of ANRs. 
THEOREM 1.1 ([20]). A proper surjection f: X + Y of ANRs is CE iff for every open cover % of 
Y there exists a map g: Y +X and a homotopy H,: g 0 f 1: Idx such that for each x E X, there 
exists a U E ‘-‘U containing the path f 0 H,(x), 0s t s 1. 
Some easy consequences of the above result are: 
(I) Finite compositions of CE maps are CE. 
(II) CE maps of ANRs are proper homotopy equivalences. 
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The Hilbert cube Q will be represented by I-1, I]‘, and for 0 < r < 1 we define IQ = [-r, r]=. 
Given a Q-manifold M lying in a Q-manifold N we will use aM to denote the topological 
boundary of M in N. (All manifolds will be Q-manifolds except in 87.) 
A closed set A in a Q-manifold M is said to be a Z-set in M if there exist arbitrarily small 
maps of M into M -A. Here is a very useful unknotting result for Z-sets. 
THEOREM 1.2 ([ 11). If M is a Q-manifold and f, g: A --, M are imbeddings such that f is proper 
homotopic to g and f(A), g(A) are Z-sets, then there is an isotopy H,: M -+ M such that H, = id 
and H, of=g. 
Imbeddings with the above property will be called Z-imbeddings. 
Another result which we will use repeatedly is 
THEOREM 1.3 (Collaring). If M and N are Q-manifolds and f: M + N is a Z-imbedding, then 
there is an open imbedding F: M x [0, l)+ N such that F(m, 0) = f(m). 
We recall that if f, g: X -+ Y are maps and Q is a cover of Y, then f and g are said to be 
a-close provided that for each x E X there is some element U, of (Y such that f(x), g(x) E U,. 
We will also need the following general deformation result for Q-manifolds. 
THEOREM 1.4 ([16]). Let C C U C M, where M is a Q-manifold, U is open and C is compact. If 
g: U + M is an open imbedding which is sujiciently close to the inclusion, i: U L M, then there 
exists a homeomorphism h: M + M such that hJM - U = Id and h/C = glC. Moreover, h depends 
continuously on g and h = Id, if g = i. 
COROLLARY. If M is a compact Q-manifold, then the homeomorphism group of M is locally 
contractible. 
Finally we will need the following result on CE maps of Q-manifolds. 
THEOREM 1.5 ([S]). Zf f: M + N is a CE map of Q-manifolds, then f is a near homeomotphism, 
that is, if Q is an open cover of N there are homeomorphisms of M onto N a-close to f. 
. We describe the organization of this paper. In 82 we study the elementary topology of f.p. 
maps between Q-manifolds. In § 93 and4 we prove our f.p. version of Miller’s theorem. 8§5,6, and 7 
contain the proofs of Theorems 1,2 and 3, respectively. The only result from 8 83 and 4 which is used 
in 6 55-7 is the f.p. version of Miller’s theorem. 
82. FIBER-PRESERVING PRELJMINARES 
The purpose of this section is to prove fiber-preserving analogs of some well-known theorems 
of basic Q-manifold theory. Related results may be found in [2] and [9]. 
pM: M x B --, M will denote projection onto M. Recall that all spaces are locally compact, 
separable, and metric. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (Fibered Z-set unknotting). Let B be compact and let M be a Q-manifold. Let 
f, g: X + M x B be proper imbeddings with pa 0 f = ps 0 g. Zf pw 0 f is proper homotopic to pM 0 g 
and pM 0 f(X) u pM 0 g(X) is a Z-set, then there is an f.p. isotopy H,: M x B + M x B such that 
H,,=IdandH,of=g. 
Proof. By Theorems 1.5 and 1.2 we may assume that M = M x Q and that f(X) U g(X) C N x 
(0) x B. 
Step I: If pM 0 f and pM 0 g are imbeddings, then the proposition is true. 
Pf. (I): By hypothesis, pM 0 f and pw 0 g are proper homotopic Z-imbeddings. By Z-set 
unknotting, Theorem 1.2, there is an isotopy Hi: M + M such that HA = Id and HI 0 phi 0 f = 
pM 0 g. Define H,: M x B + M x B by the formula H,(m, b) = (H:(m), b). Clearly, H fulfills our 
requirements. 
Step II: There is an f.p. isotopy K,: M x B --, M x B such that K. = Id and pw 0 K, 0 f is a 
Z-imbedding. 
Pf. (II): Let h: 1Q x Q-Q be a continuous function such that h,(-) = h(q, -) is a 
homeomorphism from Q to Q with h,(O) = q and such that h, = Id. Let k: B-fQ be an 
imbedding and define K,: N x Q x B + N x Q x B by K,(n, q. b) = (n, h,,,b,(q), b). 
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Then pw 0 K, 0 f(x) = (PNCf(x)), kPdj(x))) C N x Q. This is clearly a proper imbedding. The 
proof of Step II is complete. 
If K, and L, are chosen so that pM 0 K, 0 f and pM 0 L, 0 g are Z-imbeddings, then Step I 
yields If, such that H, 0 K, 0 f = L, 0 g. Thus L,-’ 0 If, 0 K, 0 f = g and L,-’ 0 If, 0 K, is the 
desired isotopy. n 
We have the following corollary, which will be useful in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let f, g: X x B, + M x B, be f.p. proper imbeddings where B, is compact, M is 
a Q-manifold, and pM 0 f(X x B,) U pM 0 g(X x B,) is a Z-set. If b. E BI is a point such that 
f IX x {bo} = g]X x {bo} and either 
(i) B, is locally contractible or 
(ii) M is compact or 
(iii) X is compact 
then there is a neighborhood B, of b. in B, such that there is an f.p. isotopy H, : M x Bo+ M x B, 
with H, = id and H, 0 f[(X x BO) = gl(X x B,,). 
Proof. It suffices to show that there is a neighborhood B. such that phi 0 f/(X x B,) is proper 
homotopic to pM 0 gl(X x B,,). 
In case (i), let B. be a compact neighborhood of b, which contracts to b. in B, and let 
F:BoxI+B, be a map such that F,,=Id and F,=bo. Define C:XxB,,xI*M by 
C(x, b, t) = pM 0 f(x, F,(b)) and D: Xx B. x I+ M by D(x, b, t) = phi 0 g(x, F,(b)). Then C0 = 
pM 0 f[(X x Bo), D, = pM 0 gl(X x B& and C,(x, b) = pM 0 f(x, bo) = PW 0 g(x, bo) = Dl(x, b). If 
K is a compact subset of M, then C-‘(K) is a closed subset of (prf-‘(K x B,)) x B. x I and is 
therefore compact. Thus C is proper. Similarly, D is proper. 
In case (ii) there is an E > 0 such that any two maps k, I: Y + M such that d(k, I) < z are 
canonically homotopic. To satisfy the hypotheses, X must be compact. Hence, by continuity, 
there is a S > 0 such that if d(bo, b) < 6, then f/X x {b} and g/X x {b} are canonically homotopic. 
Thus, we can let B. be the ball of radius S around b,,. 
In case (iii), the compactness of X, the continuity off and g, and the fact that M is an ANR 
guarantee that there is a neighborhood B. of b,, in B, such that fj(X x {b}) is canonically 
homotopic to gl(X x {b}) for each b E Bo. The result follows. I 
PROPOSITION 2.3 Let f: X + M x (0) x B C M x Q x B be a proper map with B compact such 
that flXo is a proper imbedding, X0 a closed subset of X. Then given any open cover (Y of 
M x Q x B there is a proper imbedding f: X + M x IQ x B such that 
(8 flX0 = f IX0 
(ii) phlxfl ’ f’pMxB ’ f 
(iii) f is ff-close to f. 
Proof. If X is compact, let 8: X/X,+fQ be an imbedding such that #([X01) =0. Let g: X +fQ 
be the map g 0 q where q: X+X/X, is the quotient. f(x) = (PM 0 f(x), g(x), pB 0 f(x)) satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii). An appropriate (small) choice of g insures that (iii) is satisfied. 
In general, X is u-compact and an appropriate f can be constructed by induction. We leave 
the details to the reader. I 
COROLLARY 2.4. (Fibered mapping approximation). Let M be a Q-manifold and let 
f: X + M x B, B compact, be a proper map such that f IX0 is a proper imbedding, X0 closed in X, 
and pM 0 f(X,,) is a Z-set. Then there is a proper imbedding f: X-+ M x B such that 
pa 0 f = pB 0 f, pM 0 f(X) is a Z-set, and pM 0 f is proper homotopic to pM 0 f. f may be chosen 
arbitrarily close to f and such thar flXO = f/X,. 
Proof. As before, we prove the compact case and leave the wornpact case to the reader. BY 
Theorem 1 S, we may replace M by M x Q in such a way that pi : M X Q + M is close to the 
identity. 
By Theorem 1.2, we may assume that pMxQ 0 f(X,) c M x (0). The result now follows by 
applying Proposition 2.3 to the map f’: X+M x Q x B defined by f’(x) = (PM o f(x), 0, 
Pe O f(x)). I 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (Fibered Collaring). Let M and N be Q-manifolds and let f: M X B + N X B 
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be a pr0perf.p. imbedding such that pN 0 f(M x B) is a Z-set. Then there is an open f.p. imbedding 
F: M x B x [0, l] + N x B such that F(m, b, 0) = f(m, b). F is an f.p. collaring off. 
Proof. Let bO E B and let fo: M x B + N x B be defined by fO(m, b) = (pN 0 f(m, b,), b). It is 
clear from the collaring theorem (Theorem 1.3) that f. extends to a collaring as above. 
Let moE M and let MI be a compact Q-manifold neighborhood of m. in M. Then, by 
Corollary 2.2, there is a neighborhood B. of b. in B and an f.p. ambient isotopy taking f]M, X B. 
to fo]M, x Bo. Thus, f/M, x B. extends to a collaring and f(M x B) is f.p. locally collared in N X B. 
The usual proofs (of Brown and Cormelly) that locally collared implies collared apply equally 
well in the fibered case. Both proofs may be found in [24, pp. [25,35-441. I 
53. A FIBER-PRESERVING RETRACTION 
Definition 3.1. A map p: E+ B will be called a proper fiber map if for each commutative 
diagram 
Xx0’-E 
r JP 
XxlF-B 
where f is a proper map, there is a proper map F: X x I --, E such that p 0 F = F. Note that a 
proper fiber map need not be a proper map. n 
Remark 3.2. (i) In [17] it is shown that if p: E + B is a Hurewicz fibration of locally compact 
spaces, then p 0 proj: E x [0, l)+ B is a proper fiber map. 
(ii) It might appear that a proper fiber map with compact otal space will only have the lifting 
property with respect o compact spaces X. However, it is not difficult o see that when B is an 
ANR, such a map must be a Hurewicz fibration. This result is also proved in [17]. n 
THEOREM 3.3 Let p: E + B be a proper fiber map with B compact. If either 
(i) E and B are ANRs or 
(ii) the fibers p-‘(b) are compact ANRs and B is locally path connected and finite dimensional, 
then for each b. E B there exist a neighborhood B, of b. in B, a Q-manifold M, and a properfiber 
preserving retraction r: M x B,+E]B,. 
Proof. Statement (ii) is Proposition 3.1 of [17]. We prove statement (i). 
For each b. E B there is a compact neighborhood B. of b. and a map r: B. x Bo+ B’ such that 
(iii) r(b,, bz)[t] is a path from b, to bz and 
(iv) r(b,, b,)[t] = b, for all t, 0s t s 1. 
Following [12, p. 3971, we let E, = E]Bo and define i? E,,x Box I +B by 
f(e, bz, t) = 
1 
r(p(e), bz)[tHp(e), &)I r < d@(e), bz) b 
z t z- d(p(e), bz). 
Note that i is continuous. 
Consider the proper lifting problem 
E~xB,,P’-E 
r JP 
EoxBoxZABo 
andlet~:EoxB,xZ~Ebeapropermapsuchthatp~~==.DefineG:E~xB~x~~Eby 
G(e, bzr t) = G(e, bzr d(p(e), bz). t). Then 
(v) p 0 G(e, b,, t) = r(p(e), b,)[tl and 
(vi) G(e, b,, t) = e when p(e) = b,. 
Thus, for each b, E B. the map G(-, b,, 1): E o+En is a proper retraction of E. onto p-‘(bl). 
Let B, = IntBo. 
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Now, take a proper imbedding of EjB, into Q x [O, 1). Since ElB, is an ANR. there is a 
neighborhood U of EJB, in Q x [O,l) which retracts onto EIB,. Choosing a still smaller 
neighborhood, there is a Q-manifold M containing EJB, and a proper retraction ro: M + EIB,. 
Let El CM x B, be {(e,p(e))lp(e) E B,}. Then El may be identified with E/B, and we can 
define a fiber preserving retraction r,: M x B, -+E, by r&n, b) = G(r,(m), b, 1). rl is the desired 
f .p. retraction. I 
6d.A FIBER PRESERVING VERSION OF MILLER'S THEOREM 
This theorem is the main technical result of this paper. We will state the theorem, prove it 
modulo a technical emma, and then prove the lemma. Here is the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p: E +B be a proper fiber map such that either 
(i) E and B are locally compact ANRs or 
(ii) p is a Hurewiczfibration, thefibersp-‘(b) are compact ANRs, and B is focally path connected 
and finite dimensional. 
Then for each b,, E B there is a neighborhood B,, of b. in B such that there is a Q-manifold N and a 
fiber preserving CE map from N x B. to (EJB,,) x [0, m). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Y be a locally compact separable metric space. Then there is a sequence {a,} 
of open covers of Y such that if X is any metric space and (fi} is a sequence of proper maps of X 
onto Y such that fi is ai-close to fi+,, then f = lim fi exists and is a proper map of X onto Y. ai can 
be chosen so that if vi is an open couer of [0, cc) with diam Vi G 2-‘+’ for all V, E vi, then ai x vi is 
such a couer for Y x [O,=). 
Proof. The proof is easy and left to the reader. I 
Definition 4.3. If r: M x Bo+ EIBo is a proper fiber preserving retraction, we define the space 
Xi to be the infinite direct mapping cylinder of the sequence (M X B. L M X B,; M x 
B,,-k . - a). Note that there is a (vertical) retraction ri: xi +(EIBo) X [0, r) given by 
ri(m, t) = (r(m), t). 
LEMMA 4.4. (Splitting Lemma). Let a be an open cover of EIBo with B. compact. Then there is 
a CE map qi: Xi +Xi+, such that pE 0 ri+, 0 qi is a-close to pE 0 ri and pro,-, 0 r,,, 0 qi is within 
2-’ of pro.-) 0 ri. 
Assuming Lemma 4.4, we prove a fiber-preserving version of Miller’s theorem. 
Proof (Thm. 4.1). Step I: We construct an f.p. CE map from X0 to (E/B,) x [O,C~-). 
Pf. (I): Using Theorem 3.3 we can choose a neighborhood B, of b. in B, a Q-manifold M, and an f.p. 
retraction r: M x B, + EIB,. Let {ai} be the sequence of covers of EjB, guaranteed by Lemma 4.2. 
Let qi: Xi + xi+, be a CE map such that pB 0 ri+, 0 qi is ai+,-close to pE Q ri and such that P[o.=) 0 ri+l 0 
qi and pro.-) 0 r, are within 2-’ of each other. 
Consider the sequence {vi} of maps from X0 to EIB, x [O, 2) defined by yi = ri 0 qi-l 0 * - * : 
qo. By Lemma 4.2, the sequence {yi} converges uniformly to a proper map y: X05 (EIBJ x 
[O,m). We show that y is CE. 
y is fiber preserving, so y is CE if and only if its restriction to each fiber is CE. Thus, it suffices 
to prove that y is CE in the case where B, = { *} is a point and EIB, = E is an ANR. 
Let (e, z) E E x (0,x) be given. We must show that for each neighborhood U. of y-‘(e, 2) 
there is a neighborhood V of y-‘(e, z) contained in Uo which contracts in Uo. Since y is proper, it 
suffices to prove this when U. has the form y-‘( U, x (z - E, z + e)), where U, is a neighborhood of
e in E. 
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Let t, = hm ri 0 qi_, 0 . . . 0 4”. Then y = t. 0 +_I 0 - * * 0 qo. It suffices to find a large n and 
1- 
to find V. such that fn-‘(e, z) C V,, C t.-‘( U, x (z - E, z + e)) and such that V, contracts in 
tn-‘( U, x (z - e, z + e)). Since q,-l 0 * * * 0 q. is a fine homotopy equivalence, (qn-, 0 . . . 0 
q,,-‘(V.) will then contract in (qn-, 0 * * * 0 qJ’t,-‘( U, x (z - 6, z + c)) = U,. Choose neigh- 
borhoods W, and U, of e in U, such that WI C U, C & C UI with 03 compact and such that WI 
contracts in IA. 
There is a “Mather homotopy” ([211) 
such that 
(i) pE 0 r, 0 m,(x, t) = pEm(x) 
(ii) d(pro.=, wn,(x, r), f40. ,Ax)) < 2-” 
(iii) m.(X. x (1)) C r,(X,), the copy of E x [O, m) in X,. 
m. is obtained by sliding everything in X,, down the mapping cylinders 2-” units to the right. 
The maps t, and r. become very close for large n. We choose n so large that 
(iv) t.-‘( U, x (z - e, z + e)) 3 m-‘( U, X (z - e/2, z + 42)) 
(v) r,-‘( W, x (z - e/4, z + e/4)) 3 t,-‘(e, z) 
(vi) E 9 2~“. 
Then V, = rn-‘( WI x (z - e/4, z + e/4)) has the desired properties. The Mather homotopy followed 
by a homotopy in the [O,m) direction deforms V, onto WI X {z} in L-‘(V, x (z - E, z + E)). 
W, x {z} contracts to a point in U, x {z}. Thus, y is CE. This completes Step I. 
Step II: There is a neighborhood B. C B, of x0, a Q-manifold N, and an f.p. CE map of N x Bo 
onto X0. 
Pf(I1): Let r: M x B, + M x B, be the retraction defining Map (r) and let i be the composition 
MxB,-kkfxB,~A4xB,xQ. Let r. be an f.p. imbedding ro: MXB,+MXBIX~Q so 
that p MxB,rO = it 
Let R be the space formed from countably many copies of M(r,) and M X BI X Q X Z by 
identifying (m, b, 0, l)i E (M x B, x Q x Z)i with (m, b, O)i E (M(ro)l and (m, b, q) E (M(ro))i with 
(m, b, q, 0) E (M x B, x Q x Zh+,. See Figure 1. 
Collapsing the Q-factors gives a CE map of R onto X0. 
Let F,,: M x B, + M x B, x Q be the map defined by ((p Mxgro(m, b,), b). Let R be the analog of 
R formed using ib in place of r,. Z? is clearly a product, N x Bt. 
By Corollary 2.2, there is a neighborhood B. of b. in B, and an f.p. isotopy 
H,:MxB,xQ+MxBoxQ such that Ho=id and HI~ro~(MxBoxQ)=~o~(MxBoxQ). 
Using this isotopy it is not ditlkult to construct an f.p. homeomorphism from R to R. This 
completes Step II and the theorem. n 
Proof (4.4). Step I. If r: M x Bo+ M x B. is an f.p. proper retraction, we construct a CE map 
p from M x B. x [0,2] to M(r) U M x B X [l, 21 such that /? = id on E X (0) U M X B X (2). If S, 
and S, are the maps S,: M x B. x [O, 2]+ EIBo and Ss: M(r) U M x B X [l, 2]+ ElBo defined by 
S(m, b, t) = r(m, b), then j3 can be chosen so that S, is a-close to S& (See Figure 2). 
Fig. I. Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4. 
the projection map of a locally trivial fiber bundle. We must show, then, that for each c > 0 and 
xoe B there exists a neighborhood B. of x0 in B such that for each x E Bo there is a 
homeomorphism from p-‘(x0) to p-‘(x) which moves points less than c. 
Let B, be a closed neighborhood of x0 in B such that there is a Q-manifold N and a CE map 
r: N x B,+ElB, x [0, 1). If x is close to x0, then there is a small homeomorphism 
k,: N x {x}-+N x {xo}. 
Since r is CE, the CE approximation theorem (Theorem 1.5) guarantees that there are 
homeomorphisms sx: E, x [O, l)+ N x {x} such that rsx is close to the identity and t,: N X Ix}+ 
E, x [0, 1) such that t, is close to r. The composition t,k,s, is a homeomorphism from E, X LO, 1) 
to E, x [0, 1) which is close to rsx, which is close to the identity. 
Similarly, there are small homeomorphisms from E, X (0, 11 to E, X (0,ll. We wish to glue 
these together to get small homeomorphisms from E, X [0, 11 to E, X 10, 11. 
Let fx: E, x [0, 1) + E, x [0, 1) and gx : E, x (0, 11 + E, x (0, 11 be small homeomorphisms. 
Then gx-‘fxlEx x (i, 3) is close to the identity. By Theorem 1.4, there is a small self 
homeomorphism h of E, x (0,l) supported on a compact neighborhood of E, x [f, $1 such that 
hjE, x (f,f)= g,-‘f,. Then f=: E, x [0, l)+E,X [O, 1) and g,h: E, X (0, ll+E,,X (0,ll are 
homeomorphisms which agree on E, x (f, $). They can therefore be pieced together to give a small 
homeomorphism from E, x 10, 11 to E, x 10, 11. 
To get a small homeomorphism from E, to E,, apply the CE approximation theorem (or the 
stability theorem for Q-manifolds) as in the third paragraph of this section. This completes the 
proof of complete regularity and by [ 131 we get part (1) of Theorem 1. 
For the proofs of parts (2) and (3), we invoke the following parametric version of a recent 
theorem of Edwards. 
THEOREM (Edwards). Let E and B be ANRs, p : E + B be a map, and let M be a Q-manifold. Zf 
f: M x B +E is an f.p. CE map, then 
fxid:MxBxQ+ExQ 
is an f.p. near homeomorphism. 
The proof of part 3 is immediate. The fiber-preserving CE map f: N X Bo-,EIBox [O, m) is 
stabilized by multiplication with Q and homotoped to a fiber preserving homeomorphism. Thus, 
p 0 proj: EIBo x Q x (0, m)-t B. is the projection of a locally trivial bundle map. 
The proof of part 2 is only slightly more delicate. Let r: N x B, --) ElB, X [O, 1) be an f.p. CE 
map and let X be the interior of B,. Then we get an f.p. CE map r: N x X + EIX X [O, l), where X 
and EIX x [0, 1) are now ANRs. Using the theorem stated above, choose an f.p. homeomorphism 
cr of N x X x Q onto E/X x [0, 1) x Q which is close to r x Id. The composition fx = a&a,-’ is a 
homeomorphism from E, x [O, 1) x Q to E, x [0, 1) x Q which depends continuously on x and 
which is the identity for x = x0 (k; = k, x Id: N X {x} X Q + N X {x0} XQ). Similarly, let & be a 
homeomorphismfromE, x (0, 11 x Q toE, x (0, 11 x Q whichdependscontinuouslyonx a dwhich 
is the identity for x =x0. Just as above, we use Theorem 1.4 to get a homeomorphism from 
E, x [0, l] x Q to E, x [0, l] x Q which depends continuously on x. (We may have to choose X small 
inordertoinvokeTheorem 1.4.)Thisproveslocaltrivialityand thereforepart(2)ofTheorem 1. I 
36. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We will need to introduce some more notation. Represent he l-sphere by 
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S’ = {exp (Z&)10 6 t G 1) 
and let p: E + S’ be any fibration. Using the covering homotopy property there is a homotopy 
@:FxZ+E (where F = p-‘( 1)) 
such that p%(x) = exp (2nif) and @,, = Id: F + F. @, defines a homotopy equivalence cp: F --) F 
(see [28, Ch. II]) which we call a characteristic map of F. It is equally well defined (up to 
homotopy) if we replace the condition a0 = Id by Q0 = Id. The following result shows us how 
characteristic maps can be used to detect fiber homotopy equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let p,: E, + S’ and pz: Ez+ S’ be fibrations with characteristic maps cpl of 
F, = p,-‘(l) and (p2 of Fz = p2-‘(1). Then E, and Ez are fiber homotopy equivalent iff there exists a 
homotopy equivalence h: F, + F, such that (P2h = h@. 
Proof. For j = 1,2 we are given maps Q’: 6 X I + Ei such that piO’l’(x) = exp (2rrir), @o’ = Id 
and 0,’ = Qj. Suppose there exists a fiber homotopy equivalence If: E,+E2 and let 
h = H(F,: F,+ Fz. The two homotopies 
.a’ 
F,xZ-E,AEz, F,xZ= 
aJ 
FzxZ-Ez 
agree at the O-level, therefore their l-levels are homotopic[28, Ch. II]. But their l-levels are hQ, 
and (P*h. 
On the other hand assume that there is a homotopy equivalence h: F, --, F, for which 
cpzh = hQ,. We will use the main result of [ 141, which asserts that any f.p. map between fibrations, 
which is a homotopy equivalence on any fiber, must be a fiber homotopy equivalence. Using the 
fact that homotopic maps induce fiber homotopy equivalent fibrations [28, Ch. II] we may assume 
that 
(1) pi_’ exp (2d)) = F,, for 0 s t G t and j = 1,2, 
(2) there exists a map ‘I”: Fj x [& l]+ Ej SO that pj’I’t’(x) = exp (2d), for f. s t G 1 and j = 1,2, 
(3) ‘I’\,, = Id and ‘I’? = Qjm 
(4” is just @’ reparametrized.) 
Define 
S,’ = {exp (27&)/O 6 t d 4}, S_’ = {exp (2&)/i! G t S 1). 
Clearly JI’: F, x [i, l]+E,]S_’ is a fiber homotopy equivalence and we have an inverse 
a! : E,IS-’ + F, x [I, 11. The composition 
hx’d EJS-’ A F, x [t, ll- Fz x [;, l] s E$S_’ 
is a fiber homotopy equivalence, and the homotopy cpzh 2: hQ, can be used to extend this to a fiber 
preserving map from El to Ez, which must be a fiber homotopy equivalence by [ 141 (See [ 111 for a 
proof of Proposition 6.1 for fiber bundles.) n 
Here is the main property of compact ANR fibration over S’ which allows us to prove 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf p: E+S’ is a compact ANR fibration, then any characteristic map of F is 
simple. 
Proof. Multiplying by Q and using Theorem 1 we obtain a locally trivial Q-manifold bundle 
p’=p(proj): Ex Q-+S’. 
Thus a characteristic map of F x Q may be chosen to be a homeomorphism Q’: F x Q + F X Q. If 
Q: F + F is a characteristic map of F, then we have a homotopy commutative diagram 
FxQAFxQ 
proj 4 4 proj 
F ‘, F. 
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In case F is a CW complex, this implies that cp is simple (see [4, p. 4881). In case F is not a CW 
complex, this may be taken as the definition of a simple homotopy equivalence (see [6)]. I 
Proof of Theorem 2. We are given a compact ANR fibration p: E + S’. Since F is a compact 
ANR, we can choose a compact polyhedron K and a simple homotopy equivalence f: F --) K. To 
see this first use Edwards’ result (see §O) to conclude that F x Q is a Q-manifold, and then use the 
triangulation theorem[3, p. 521 to get F x Q 2 K x Q, for some polyhedron K. We choose f to 
make the following diagram homotopy commute: 
FxQAKxQ 
proj 4 4 proj 
FI-K 
f must be simple by [4]. 
Let cp: F + F be a characteristic map of F (which must be simple by Lemma 6.2) and define 
g: K + K so that fq = gj. Since f and cp are simple, g must also be simple. 
By taking a regular neighborhood of K in some large dimensional Euclidean space, we may 
replace K by a compact PL manifold M and g by a PI, homeomorphism h: M + M (see [291). 
Thus fp = hf. 
Let E’ be the mapping torus of h, 
E’ = M x [0, 111 - , 
where - is the equivalence relation on M x [0, l] generated by 
(m, 0) - (h(m), 1). 
Thus we get a PI. fibration E’+ S’. Using the homotopy fq = hf, along with Proposition 6.1, we 
see that E is fiber homotopy equivalent to E’. I 
$7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let p: E + S’ be a fibration whose fibers have finite type. This means that we have a compact 
polyhedron K and a homotopy equivalence a: K + F = p-‘(l). If Q: F + F is a characteristic 
map and (Y-’ is a homotopy inverse of a, then we have a homotopy equivalence 
@:K>F’-&+K. 
This gives us a torsion T($) E WhP,(K) which vanishes iff 4 is simple. (This makes ense even if 
K is not connected [ lo].) If i: F 4 E is the inclusion map, then there is induced an element 
i.(r.T(@)E Whr,(E). We define 
T(E) = i*a*T($) E Whp,(E). 
To show that this definition makes sense and fulfills our requirements we will have to verify 
several properties. Of critical importance is the following algebraic lemma of [26, p. 311. 
LEMMA 7.1. The following sequence is exact: 
Whr,(F) --=k 
i. 
Whn,(F) - WIT,(E). I 
We now verify our required properties. 
I. T(E) is well defined. Choose another compact polyhedron K, and a homotopy equivalence 
(Y,: K, --, F. This gives us a homotopy equivalence 
and a torsion T((~,)E Whr,(K,). We must prove that 
i.(a ,).T((p I) = i.criT($). 
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By Lemma 7.1 it suffices to prove that 
(a,)*T(@,) - a*T((D) E Image (Id - q*). 
It is easy to see that +I is homotopic to (a-‘a,)-‘$(a-‘cp,). Using the formula for the torsion of a 
composition (see [lo]) we get 
and so 
~((PI) = T((a-‘a,)-‘) + (al).-‘amT(cj) + (a&‘adj.T(a-‘a’), 
(*)(aM(o4 - a-7(@) = (al).T((a-‘a,)-‘) + a+T(a”‘a,). 
The homotopy (a-‘aJ’(a-‘al) = Id gives us 
0 = (a&T((a-‘a,)-‘) + a.T(a-‘a,). 
Substituting this in (*) above yields 
(a&~((p,) - a-T(+) = a*($* - Id)T(a-‘a,) E a*(Id - (p-) WhrI(K), 
and this latter group is clearly (Id - cp-) Whr,(F). n 
ZZ. ZjE is fiber homotopy equivalent to a PLfibration over S’, then T(E) = 0. Assume that E is 
fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL fibration, p,: E , + S’. By Proposition 6.1 we have cp,h = ZIP, 
where h: F+F, = p,-‘(l) is a homotopy equivalence and cpl: F, +F, is a characteristic map of 
F,, which must be simple by Lemma 6.2. In the definition, r(E) = La-T(@), we may take K = F, 
and a = h-l, thus giving S, = (pl. Therefore, ~(6) = T((p,) = 0. I 
ZZZ. Zj T(E) = 0, then E is fiber homotopy equivalent to a PL fibration over S’. By Lemma 7.1 
we have 
7((p) E (Id - 6.) Whr,(K). 
Thus there is a compact polyhedron K, and a homotopy equivalence p: K, + K such that 
~(4) = (Id - +)T@). Consider the composition 
We have 
-I al 
T(a,-‘(pa,) = T(p-‘) + /3-IT($) + Pa-‘@T(P), or 
P.T(a,-‘pa,) = - T(p) + T(G) + @T(p) = 0. 
Thus aI-‘cpa,: K, + K, is simple. If we now follow the proof of Theorem 2 we conclude that E is 
fiber homotopy equivalent o a PL fibration over 9. I 
IV. T(E) is an inoariant offiber homotopy type. Let El + S’ and Ez+ S’ be fibrations whose 
fibers have finite type and let H: E, + Ez be a fiber homotopy equivalence. We must prove that 
H.T( El) = T( E2). Choose 
Cp,: K, a F, 5 F, LK, and c&:K++FzaF2 2 Kz 
so that T(E,) = (iI)-(a,)-T($,) and T(&) = (i&(a&T(&). 
If h = H/F,: F, + F,, then hq, = cpzh. Therefore 
4, = (a*-‘ha,)-‘SI*(a*-‘ha,). 
This easily gives us 
(i+h.(a&~((FJ = (iJ-(a&((~&- Id)r(az-‘ha,) +(iJ+(a&~(@z), 
where the first term on the right vanishes by Lemma 7.1. Thus 
ff-~(E,) = (i,).h.(i,).(a,).T(~,) = (iz)*(az)*T(&) = T(.&). W 
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Proof of Corollary 2. Using the definition 
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7(E) = i-M($) E i. WhP,(F), 
all we need to do is recall that Whn,(F) =O, for r,(F) free or free abelian (see [lo] for 
references). n 
An Example. Finally we give an example of a fibration p: E + S’ for which T(E) # 0. Let K 
be a compact connected polyhedron for which there is a self homotopy equivalence, f: K + K, 
which induces the identity on aI and which has non-zero torsion, em E Whn,(K). (It is shown in 
[23] and [24] that we may take K to be the pseudo-projective plane.) Then f x Id: K x [0, I)+ 
K x [0, 1) is an infinite simple equivalence, and so we may replace K x [0, 1) by a regular 
neighborhood M in some large dimensional euclidean space and we may replace f x Id by a PL 
homeomorphism h (see [27] for definitions and details). Just as in the proof of Theorem 2 we form 
the mapping torus of h, thus giving a fibration E + S’ (indeed, a locally trivia1 bundle). We have 
maps 
@:KsMAM 
a-’ 
- K, 
where LY is the composition K -% K x [0, 1) C M and h becomes a characteristic map of the 
fiber F = M of E. Then ~(a-‘ha) = TV, # 0, and 6 induces the identity on 7~~. 
Using Lemma 7.1 we see that 
why, 2 Why, 
is 1 - 1, therefore, T(E) = i.a.~(f) + 0. n 
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